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Abstract

The interaction of robot teams and single human in teleoperation scenarios is beneficial in cooperative tasks, for example the manipulation of heavy and large objects in remote or dangerous environments. The main control challenge of the interaction is its asymmetry, arising because robot teams have a relatively high number of controllable degrees of freedom compared to the human operator. Therefore, we propose a control scheme that establishes the interaction on spaces of reduced dimensionality taking into account the low number of human command and feedback signals imposed by haptic devices. We evaluate the suitability of wearable haptic fingertip devices for multi-contact teleoperation in a user study. The results show that the proposed control approach is appropriate for human-robot team interaction and that the wearable haptic fingertip devices provide suitable assistance in cooperative manipulation tasks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Reduction of price, size, and operational complexity of modern robots, as well as the advances in communication technology are enablers for multi-robot systems. Nowadays, multi-robot systems are capable of performing many functions autonomously with high precision and repeatability. However, assistance by humans in high-level reasoning and (re-)planning is still needed. Human-robot team interaction is an interaction between single human and cooperative multi-robot system (robot team) [1]. It is particularly beneficial in teleoperation scenarios where the robot team, executing a task in a remote environment, is controlled or supervised by the human.

One of the challenges in the human-robot team teleoperation is to resolve the interaction asymmetry, which occurs because the human operator typically has lower number of degrees of freedom than the robot team. Therefore, the robot team generally cannot be controlled by the human operator in its configuration space. Instead, it is necessary to establish the interaction on a higher level of abstraction. Another challenge is to provide force feedback signals to the human operator when the robot team interacts with environment through multiple contacts. Classical examples of such interaction are grasping and cooperative manipulation tasks. Kinesthetic, grounded haptic devices, typically used as interfaces in teleoperation, cannot provide multi-contact feedback signals and have limited workspace. A solution to these problems could be to use cutaneous, wearable haptic devices, since they introduce a simplification of the hardware and mobility of the human.

In this article we analyze human-robot team interaction where a human operator, equipped with wearable haptic devices, teleoperates a robot team to perform a cooperative manipulation task. We propose a control scheme which establishes the interaction on spaces of reduced dimensionality. These spaces are determined through the modeling of robot team subtasks, necessary to accomplish a task, and represent a higher level of abstraction compared to the robot team configuration space. Subtasks may be conducted either sequentially or simultaneously. In order to ensure the human operator does not generate undesired motions nor receives undesired feedback signal through the haptic devices, decoupling of simultaneous subtasks is necessary and is achieved through the control design. We enhance the interaction by enabling the human operator to move freely in the workspace, which is achieved with wearable haptic fingertip devices. The control approach is validated experimentally. The influence of wearable haptic feedback on the task performance is evaluated in a user study.

This article extends the work published in [2] in the two following ways:

(i) A general decoupling control approach, suitable for heterogeneous robot teams.
(ii) A user study evaluation of different types of feedback mappings through wearable haptic devices in teleoperation for cooperative manipulation tasks.

Compared to the existing literature the contribution of this article is twofold. First, we propose a novel control approach for human-robot team interaction which resolves the problem of asymmetry by enabling the human operator to interact with the robot team on a higher level of abstraction through transformation-based mappings. This level is established through modeling and control of robot team subtasks on spaces of reduced dimensionality. Second, the suitability of wearable haptic devices in this type of interaction and for cooperative manipulation tasks is investigated for the first time.
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II. RELATED WORK

In this section we review the state-of-the-art related to human-robot team interaction for cooperative manipulation tasks. We provide an overview of the existing control approaches for cooperative manipulation, task abstraction concepts that are relevant to our approach, and control architectures for teleoperation of robot teams. Works on existing command mappings and employed interaction interfaces in teleoperation of robot teams are also mentioned.

Controller design for cooperative manipulation tasks includes two objectives: tracking desired trajectory of the object and zero internal loading on the object. The object dynamics is either assumed to be known [3] or approximated by an impedance [4], [5]. The problem of internal loading is solved through the control of internal forces which do not contribute to the object motion. The control approaches mainly differ in the way the internal forces are computed. For example, in [6] a virtual linkage model is proposed to describe internal forces, in [5] and [7] and a pseudo-inverse version of the grasp matrix null-space is used, while the authors of [3] claim that an inertia-weighted pseudo-inverse grasp matrix null-space is necessary. Majority of the approaches assume the object is part of the dynamical system. As a consequence, cooperative manipulation tasks further assume the object is already grasped (typically with a fixed grasp) and that the object dynamics is known. These assumptions are rather strong when operation in an unknown environment.

The concept of task abstraction has been introduced in robotics to reduce the dimensionality of the problem and enable development of high-level controllers. For example, in [8] a set of manipulation task primitives for single manipulators is introduced. Their combinations enable execution of different manipulation tasks. Similarly, task abstraction is employed on more complex robot systems (e.g. humanoids) through combinations of behavior primitives [9]. Task abstraction concept is also applied to multi-robot systems by defining its global and local behaviors. For example, in [10] locked and shape behaviors are introduced for multiple robots to describe their team motion and their formation shape, respectively. In [11] similar task abstraction is used to control multi-robot system using null-space based behavioral control.

In human-robot interaction desired performance is achieved through a suitable combination of human capabilities and robot autonomy. Task abstraction enables easier interfacing between the human operator and the robot system [12]. This is particularly beneficial when the teleoperated robot differs kinematically from the master manipulator/human. For example, in [13] a hidden robot concept is proposed in which the human operator performs a task in a virtual environment which is translated into commands for the robot performing an actual task. A very common task abstraction approach employed in teleoperation is achieved through virtual fixtures, see e.g. [14]. In the context of human-robot team interaction and task abstraction, the human operator typically provides desired input for global behaviors, e.g. guides collective motion of the robot team, while the robots within the team autonomously maintain desired local behaviors, e.g. relative coordination [15]. This means that local interactions within the team are often uncontrollable to human inputs, i.e. the human operator is unable to assist or intervene in cases of unexpected events or failures of the autonomy [16]. For the teleoperation of robot teams, null-space based behavioral control is proposed in [17] with cooperative manipulation as a motivational example. However, interactions with environment are not considered. Teleoperation for a cooperative manipulation task is considered in [15] where a passivity-based control approach ensures desired performance of decoupled global and local behaviors. While global behavior is controlled by the human, local behavior is performed autonomously. However, a full-scale experiment is not conducted. A similar approach is employed in the teleoperation of a robot hand in [18].

Commands employed in human-robot team interaction are typically obtained through mappings, e.g. task-based [19] and synergy-based [20], or gestures, e.g. [21], and [22]. Feedback is often only visual. A lack of haptic feedback makes these solutions unsuitable when the robot team interacts with environment [23]. The approaches which use haptic interfaces resort to grounded, kinesthetic devices, e.g. master manipulators in teleoperation settings [15], [17]. However, these devices have relatively low number of degrees of freedom compared to robot teams causing interaction asymmetry. Furthermore, they cannot provide more than one interaction point which makes them unsuitable if the robot team interacts with environment through multiple contacts, e.g. in cooperative manipulation tasks. Additionally, they considerably limit the workspace of the human operator and can compromise stability in cases of time delays and/or hard contacts. Glove-type displays such as the CyberGrasp system (CyberGlove Systems LLC, CA, USA) can simultaneously reproduce contact forces in all the fingers, but the mechanics of these displays include wires and bulky transmission systems that can compromise the overall system wearability and portability.

Wearable displays represent a promising solution since they are able to apply cutaneous feedback, e.g. on fingerpads, guaranteeing a high wearability and low encumbrance [24]. These devices have already been successfully used in a virtual telemaintenance setting where the human hand was tracked with an RGB-D camera and the slave side was represented by a virtual model of the human hand [25]. They have also been used to provide cues about shape geometry at the contact point [26]. The advantages of a wearable master system are twofold. Firstly, the master workspace is not limited by the workspace of the devices thanks to their wearability and portability. This furthermore enables the simultaneous stimulation of several interaction
points on the human hand. Secondly, the teleoperation system is intrinsically stable since finger tracking and force feedback are decoupled [27].

III. CONTROL ARCHITECTURE FOR HUMAN-ROBOT TEAM INTERACTION

In this section we first provide an overview of the human-robot team system. Then, we propose a control architecture suitable for this type of interaction.

A. Overview of the human-robot team system

A teleoperation scenario where a human operator teleoperates a team of robot manipulators to grasp and manipulate an object is considered. Since the robot team can have a high number of controllable degrees of freedom compared to the human operator, a principal challenge is to resolve this interaction asymmetry through appropriate command mapping. If the robot team interacts with environment, e.g. an object, asymmetry may also arise if used haptic devices provide insufficient number of feedback channels, e.g. through contact points, to the human operator, impairing observability of the system. In order to resolve this challenge we propose a feedback mapping and the use of wearable haptic devices. The overall human-robot team interaction system for a cooperative manipulation task is depicted in Fig. 1.

Our approach is based on the assumption that the robot team performs the overall task through a set of subtasks. For example, in order to perform a cooperative manipulation task the robot team needs to grasp, manipulate, and maintain the grasp of the object. The subtasks can be accomplished through modeling and controlling of the robot team restricted to task-related constraints. In this context subtasks for a cooperative manipulation task can be achieved through cooperative and relative constraints [2]. Cooperative constraint ensures that the robot team is able to move as an entity (global behavior) and is necessary for the object manipulation subtask. Relative constraint ensures that the robot team has a specific formation shape (local behavior) which is necessary to maintain the grasp of the object. The concept of subtasks resolves the challenge of interaction asymmetry because it describes the system on a higher abstraction level than actuation level of the robot team.

The proposed approach is not limited to the considered scenario. It may also be applied to direct physical interaction, where the human interacts with the robot through a common, grasped object. Furthermore, the control approach proposed in this section and the mapping approach proposed in Sec. IV may be applied to any other robot team system, e.g. team of UAVs, wheeled robots, or a heterogeneous robot team. The task does not necessarily need to be cooperative manipulation, but may be any task that requires the team to maintain a specific formation shape while moving in its environment.

B. Control of robot team subtasks

In this subsection we define robot team subtasks and briefly propose control strategy suitable for cooperative manipulation. For a more detailed explanation of the control approach used the reader is referred to [2] and [28].

1) Robot team model: Let us assume that $N$ manipulators cooperatively grasp and manipulate an object, as shown in Fig. 2. The pose of the $i$-th manipulator is defined by the position and orientation of its end-effector in the Cartesian space, i.e. by the frame $\{e_i\}$ obtained w.r.t. the world frame $\{w\}$, described with the vector $x_i = [p_i^T, q_i^T]^T$, where $p_i \in \mathbb{R}^3$ is a position vector and $q_i \in \text{Spin}(3)$ is a unit quaternion.

The dynamics of the robot team is obtained by stacking $N$ Euler-Lagrangian equations to obtain

$$M(q) \dot{\omega} + c(q, \dot{q}, \omega) + g(q) = h + h^m,$$

where $M(q) = \text{blockdiag}(M_1(q_1), ..., M_N(q_N))$ contains robots’ inertial matrices, $c = [c_1^T, ..., c_N^T]^T$ stacks robots’ Coriolis and centrifugal forces, and $g = [g_1^T, ..., g_N^T]^T$ stacks robots’ gravitational forces. The control and measured wrenches for each robot are stacked in $h = [h_1^T, ..., h_N^T]^T$ and $h^m = [h_1^m, ..., h_N^m]^T$, respectively. The measured wrenches are obtained through torque sensing of the robots and known Jacobian transformation from robots’ joint space to Cartesian space. The stacked vectors of pose, velocity, and acceleration are $x$, $\dot{x}$, and $\ddot{x}$, respectively. The velocity vector of the $i$-th robot is $\dot{v}_i = [p_i^T, \omega_i^T]^T \in \mathbb{R}^6$ with $p_i$ and $\omega_i$ being translational and angular velocities of the end-effector, respectively. The joint angles of all the robots
are stacked in the vector \( \mathbf{q} \). A wrench vector of the \( i \)-th robot is \( \mathbf{h}_i = [\mathbf{f}_i^T, \mathbf{t}_i^T]^T \in \mathbb{R}^6 \), with \( \mathbf{f}_i \) and \( \mathbf{t}_i \) being force and torque vectors, respectively. The robot team has \( n = 6N \) degrees of freedom in the Cartesian space. Through haptic devices typically up to six degrees of freedom can be controlled which is not enough in case the interaction is established with individual robots within the team. This is the reason why we reduce the dimensionality of the system by abstracting its behaviors.

The main idea behind the approach is to define task-imposed equality constraints in the following form

\[
x_{s,j} = f_j(x), \quad j = 1, \ldots, r
\]

where \( x_{s,j} \in \mathbb{R}^{n_j} \) is the \( j \)-th position and/or orientation constraint out of \( r \) constraints with dimensionality \( n_j \). Corresponding velocities are defined as

\[
v_{s,j} = J_{s,j}(x)v, \quad j = 1, \ldots, r
\]

where \( J_{s,j}(x) \in \mathbb{R}^{n_x \times n_j} \) is the subtask Jacobian. The velocity \( \mathbf{v} \) can be computed through

\[
v = P_{s,1}(x)v_{s,1} + \ldots + P_{s,r}(x)v_{s,r},
\]

where \( P_{s,j}(x), \; j = 1, \ldots, r, \) are properly parametrized subtask Jacobian inverse matrices. We use the subtask Jacobians as projection matrices to obtain maps of the robot team dynamics in lower dimensional spaces [28].

Let us now formulate relative and cooperative constraints for a cooperative manipulation task conducted by two robots as depicted in Fig. 2.

2) Relative constraint: A suitable control of the robot team under the relative constraint enables the execution of the grasping and grasp maintenance subtasks. Therefore, it enables the robot team to establish a desired geometric formation shape in order to grasp and hold the object. Let us define the relative constraint as in [2] through the appropriate translation and orientation equality constraints.

a) Translation constraints: Distances between the robots are explicitly defined in order for the robot team to obtain a formation shape

\[
p_{r,1} = R_1^{-1}r_{1,2} = p_1 - p_2
\]

\[
p_{r,N-1} = R_{N-1}^{-1}r_{N-1,N} = p_{N-1} - p_N,
\]

where \( p_{r,1}, \ldots, p_{r,N-1} \) are relative positions between the robots within the team.

b) Orientation constraints: Relative orientations between the robots need to be constrained to a constant value to avoid torsion and loss of contact

\[
2q_1 = q_2 \quad q_1 = \text{const.}
\]

\[
Nq_{N-1} = q_N q_{N-1} = \text{const.}
\]

where \( q_i^* \), \( i = 1, \ldots, N \) is a quaternion conjugate. Velocities computed from (5) and (6) to obtain expression as in (3) for \( i = 1, 2 \) as in Fig. 2 are

\[
v_r = \begin{bmatrix} I_3 & S(r_{1,2}) & -I_3 & 0_3 \\ 0_3 & I_3 & 0_3 & -I_3 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} J_s \end{bmatrix}^T v_r
\]

where \( v_r = [p_r^T, \omega_r^T]^T \in \mathbb{R}^6 \) is the relative velocity vector, \( S(\cdot) \) is a skew-symmetric matrix, and \( J_{s,r} \) is the relative Jacobian.
3) Cooperative constraint: A suitable control of the robot team under the cooperative constraint enables the execution of the object manipulation subtask. Therefore, it enables the robot team to move as a single entity and is defined with the pose of frame \(c\), depicted in Fig. 2 w.r.t. which all the robots within the team move cooperatively. Naturally, cooperative constraints can be satisfied only if the relative constraints are satisfied beforehand. Let us denote the pose of the frame \(c\) w.r.t. \(w\) with \(x_c = [p_c^T, q_c^T]^T\). Let us further assume \(c\) is located between the robots, with an arbitrary initial orientation. The cooperative constraint as in (2) is defined through the translation and orientation equality constraints.

\[
p_i = p_c + r_i = p_c + R_c^c r_i, \quad i = 1, ..., N
\]

where \(R_c \in SO(3)\) is the rotational matrix of \(c\) w.r.t. \(w\).

b) Orientation constraints: In order for the robot team to rotate as an entity, relative orientation between the frames \(c_i\), \(i = 1, ..., N\), and \(c\) needs to be constant during the manipulation

\[
\dot{c}_q = q_c^s q_i = const., \quad i = 1, ..., N.
\]

Computing velocities from (8) and (9) to obtain expression as in (4), under the assumption the relative constraints are satisfied, we obtain for \(i = 1, 2\) as in Fig. 2

\[
v = \begin{bmatrix} I_3 & S^T(r_1) \\ 0_3 & I_3 \\ I_3 & S^T(r_2) \\ 0_3 & I_3 \\ p_{s,c} \end{bmatrix} v_c,
\]

where \(v_c = [\dot{p}_c^T, \omega_c^T]^T \in \mathbb{R}^6\) is the cooperative velocity vector and \(P_{s,c}\) is the projection matrix from the cooperative tangent space to the tangent space of the robot team.

Remark 1: The matrix \(P_{s,c}\) in (10) is equivalent to the grasp matrix if the actual object is tracked, as defined in (29).

Remark 2: If the robot team has \(n = 6N\) degrees of freedom according to (10), \(6\) degrees of freedom are needed to define relative subtask (through the pose of the frame \(c\)). In order to be able to achieve decoupling, relative behavior needs to be defined through \(6 - n\) degrees of freedom. We show that this is physically possible through the definition of relative constraints sequentially between all the robots yielding \(n - 6\) equations of relative constraints.

4) Subtask control: Our goal is to compute the contributions of the robot team dynamics to the subtasks defined through the cooperative and relative constraints. Evaluating robot team dynamics along the constraints reduces system dimensionality and simplifies control design. Furthermore, this enables discrimination between the interaction wrenches caused by different subtasks. With our control approach it is possible to obtain a separate representation of cooperative and relative subtask dynamics as in (4). For that purpose, we are able to obtain cooperative and relative velocity according to (4)

\[
v = \begin{bmatrix} P_{s,c}(q) \\ P_{s,r}(q) \\ P_{s}(q) \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} v_c \\ v_r \\ v_b \end{bmatrix},
\]

where

\[
P_{s,c}(q) = M^{-1} J_{s,c}^T (J_{s,r} M^{-1} J_{s,r}^T)^{-1}.
\]

The acceleration is obtained through

\[
\dot{v} = P_s(q) \dot{v}_s + \dot{P}_s(q) v_s.
\]

Multiplying \(P_s^T\) with (11) generates an inertia-decoupled representation of cooperative and relative subtask dynamics

\[
M_c(q) \ddot{v}_c + c_c(q, v_c) + g_c(q) = h_c + h_c^m,
\]

\[
M_r(q) \ddot{v}_r + c_r(q, v_r) + g_r(q) = h_r + h_r^m,
\]

where \(h_c^m = [f_c^m, t_c^m]^T\) and \(h_r^m = [f_r^m, t_r^m]^T\) represent a contribution of the wrenches to accelerating the object and counterbalancing the gravitational forces, and to the grasp maintenance, respectively.

In order to achieve desired performance of the defined subtasks we propose to use position-based impedance controller which enables us to set desired error dynamics of cooperative and relative subtasks separately in the corresponding subspaces. Therefore, the desired cooperative and relative error dynamics are set as

\[
M_c(\ddot{v}_c^d - \dot{v}_c^d) + D_c(\dot{v}_c^d - \dot{v}_c) + h_c^K (x_c^d, x_c) = h_c^m,
\]

\[
M_r(\ddot{v}_r^d - \dot{v}_r) + h_r^K (x_r^d, x_r) = h_r^m,
\]
From (16) the velocity of the virtual object, $v_{vo}$, is
\begin{equation}
\dot{v}_{vo} = \begin{bmatrix} I_3 & S(r_{h,vo}) \end{bmatrix} v_b,
\end{equation}
where $v_b \in \mathbb{R}^6$ is the hand velocity. Desired cooperative velocity of the robot team is set with the velocity of the virtual object
\begin{equation}
v_c^d = v_{vo}.
\end{equation}

**Remark 3:** If the object motions are slow and $\bar{e}$ can be neglected, the projection matrix $P_{s,I}$ in (12) can be computed without the inertia weighting.

IV. MAPPING STRATEGY FOR HUMAN-IN-THE-LOOP INTERACTION WITH WEARABLE HAPTICS

In this section a mapping strategy that enables the human operator to command desired motions to the robot team and to receive feedback from the robot team, interacting through multiple contacts with the environment, via the wearable fingertip devices is proposed.

Following the approach introduced in [30] and further developed in [19] we define as command mapping a procedure necessary to provide desired control inputs to the robots within the team from the captured human operator motions. The feedback mapping is a procedure necessary to map interaction forces sensed on the robot team side to the haptic devices used at the master side. This approach does not depend on the number of robots within the team. In the remainder of the section we formulate the solution to the command and feedback mappings. For more details on the abstraction layer readers can refer to [19].

A. Command mapping

Let us assume the human operator is grasping a virtual object with $M$ contact points, $p_i^h \in \mathbb{R}^3$, $i = 1, \ldots, M$, as shown in Fig. 3. The virtual object is assumed to be a minimum volume sphere encircling all the contact points. Its pose is denoted as $x_{vo} = [p_{vo}^T, q_{vo}^T]^T$. Let us assume further that the pose of the human hand is known through the frame $\{b\}$ in $\{w\}$ and is denoted as $x_b = [p_b^T, q_b^T]^T$.

The pose of the virtual object can be computed from the hand pose
\begin{equation}
p_{vo} = p_b + r_{h,vo} = p_b + R_b \, b_{h,vo}
\end{equation}
\begin{equation}
b_{q_{vo}} = \text{const.}
\end{equation}

From (16) the velocity of the virtual object, $v_{vo}$, is
\begin{equation}
v_{vo} = \begin{bmatrix} I_3 & S(r_{h,vo}) \end{bmatrix} v_b,
\end{equation}
where $v_b \in \mathbb{R}^6$ is the hand velocity. Desired cooperative velocity of the robot team is set with the velocity of the virtual object
\begin{equation}
v_c^d = v_{vo}.
\end{equation}
The relative positions between the fingers are computed as in [5] with variables \( p_{r,1}^h, \ldots, p_{r,M-1}^h \) and corresponding velocities \( \dot{p}_{r,1}^h, \ldots, \dot{p}_{r,M-1}^h \). We assume the virtual object can be moved and deformed through the change of contact points’ positions. The consequence of this assumption is the variability of the virtual object radius

\[
\dot{r}_{vo} = \max \{ ||\dot{p}_{r,1}^h||, \ldots, ||\dot{p}_{r,M-1}^h|| \}. \tag{19}
\]

Assuming that the directions of the robots’ normals to the actual object at the slave side are known, the relative behavior of the robot team can be obtained through the change of the virtual object radius at the master side as

\[
u^d_r = s_r \dot{r}_{vo} J_{r,t} \hat{n}, \tag{20}
\]

where \( s_r \) is the scaling factor which takes into consideration different workspace dimensions of the robot team and the human hand and \( J_{r,t} \) is the translation part of \( J_r \). The stacked vector of directions of normals in \( \{u\} \) to the object surface for all robots is \( \hat{n} = [n_1^T, \ldots, n_N^T]^T \).

### B. Feedback mapping

Let us assume the human is equipped with \( M \) wearable haptic fingertip devices as shown in Fig. 3. The feedback mapping is the procedure to compute the forces to feedback to each of the \( M \) wearable devices. The computation of the feedback forces depends on the number of degrees of freedom of the used haptic devices and on the number of sensors available at the slave side. In this work we use the wearable haptic thimble devices developed in [31] with 3 actuated degrees of freedom: roll, pitch, and displacement. We also consider that it is possible to compute the contact force of each robot. Generally, there could be a mismatch between the forces measured at the slave side and those that can be displayed on the master side. For instance, it could be possible to measure wrenches for four arms on the slave side and only have two wearable devices on the master side that can only reproduce two force vectors. A possible solution in the case of dissimilar master and slave robots has been presented in [19].

The main idea of the proposed feedback mapping is to consider that the same wrench is applied both to the grasped object at the slave side and to the virtual object at the master side, considering a possible scaling factor \( s_b = \frac{f_m^b}{f_{\max}^m} \) determined by the ratio between the maximum wrench that can be rendered by the \( M \) haptic devices, \( f_{\max}^b \), and the maximum wrench that is expected for the task, \( f_{\max}^m \). Therefore, the total wrench to be rendered at the master side can be computed as

\[
h^h = s_b h^m, \tag{21}
\]

where \( h^m \) is the stacked vector of all the robot team measured wrenches. It is possible to consider two contributions to the feedback forces. One is related to the perception of the manipulated object weight and inertia and the other one is related to the perception of the tightness of the grasp. These two components are often referred to as external, \( h^e \), and internal, \( h^i \), forces. The external force contribution is computed using the measured cooperative forces of the robot team

\[
h^e = J_c h^m. \tag{22}
\]

For the cooperative Jacobian on the master side following equality holds \( J_c^h = (P_c^h)^\dagger \) with

\[
P_c^h = \begin{bmatrix}
I_3 & 0_3 & \ldots & 0_3 \\
S(r_{1,vo}) I_3 & S(r_{2,vo}) I_3 & \ldots & S(r_{M,vo}) I_3
\end{bmatrix},
\]

where \( r_{i,vo}, i = 1, \ldots, M \), is the vector between the contact point \( i \) and the virtual object center point. The internal force contribution depends on the homogeneous part of the solution of (22) that is not unique in general, see [19]. The solution of the homogeneous part is necessary to determine in which direction it is more convenient to render the forces related to grasp tightness. Among the possible solutions reported in [19], in this work the null-space projector \( P_{\pi}(x) \), defined as in [12], has been selected to determine the directions for internal forces. Once the directions are determined we compute the magnitude of the rendered internal forces as

\[
f_i^h = \frac{1}{M} \arg\max_{f_i^m \in F_i} ||f_i^m||, \tag{23}
\]

i.e., the relative force vector with the maximum norm is fed back to the human operator. With the proposed underactuated haptic thimble devices it is only possible to render forces, thus only this component of \( h^m \) has been considered. A block diagram of the control loop for human-robot team telemanipulation is depicted in Fig. 4.

### V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section we present the developed experimental setup of the robot team teleoperation for cooperative manipulation tasks. The setup is used to conduct two experimental evaluations: 1) the performance of the proposed control architecture and 2) the suitability of wearable haptic thimble devices for cooperative manipulation tasks. The evaluation of the haptic devices is performed through a user study by analyzing the effect of different types of feedback signals on various performance measures.
Fig. 5. Experimental setup: two KUKA LWR 4+ robot manipulators are teleoperated by a human operator equipped with two wearable haptic thimble devices (marked with red circles). The coordinate frames of end-effectors and wearable fingertip devices are marked in blue. Goal locations of the pick-and-place task are marked on the table and are fully visible to the operator.

Fig. 6. The actuated fingertip device. (a) A rigid body, A, houses three servomotors, E, connected via three tensors, B, to the vertices of the slanting platform, G. The platform is located under the finger pulp of the user whose distal phalanx holds the fingertip in its position with a clamp. F. A force sensor, H, is located on the platform, under the finger pulp center. The initial position of the platform is held by three springs, D. (b) Hand setup with the fingertip devices and passive markers.

A. Experimental setup

The experimental setup used for the evaluation is depicted in Fig. 5. The teleoperated robot system consists of two 7 DoF KUKA LWR 4+ manipulators mounted on a common platform. The robot manipulators interact with a 1 kg box-shaped object. The interaction wrenches are estimated from the internal torque sensors’ measurements and known manipulators Jacobian matrices. On the joint level local position controllers are used.

The human operator is equipped with two wearable haptic thimble devices mounted on the thumb and index fingers of the right hand. The operator guides the cooperative manipulation system to grasp and manipulate the object by motions transformed into desired reference trajectories using the command mappings proposed in Section IV. For that purpose the human operator is tracked with the marker-based motion tracking system, Qualisys. More specifically, four markers are mounted on the back of the right hand, and a marker is mounted on each thimble device. The number of markers is adequate for enabling the proposed interaction.

Mechanical structure of the thimble device is depicted in Fig. 6 and its components are denoted with capital letters. Three motors, E, control the length of the three tensors, B, which are connected to the vertices of the slanting platform, G. The tensors independently pull the three vertices of the platform resulting in its 3 DoFs: roll, $\alpha$, pitch, $\beta$, and displacement, $d$. The device is equipped with FSR 400 force sensor, H, which measures the contact force between the platform and the human finger. More detailed operating principles of the thimble device can be found in [27], [31], and [32]. The thimble devices are connected to a Raspberry Pi which ensures wireless communication with the robot system. The controller presented in Section III operates on 1 kHz, while the Qualisys motion tracking system and the fingertip devices operate on 0.1 kHz. Due to the absence of the kinesthetic feedback the low sampling frequency of the wearable haptic thimble devices does not cause instability [27]. The control parameters are given in Table I. General feedback forces $f^b$, defined as a part of (21), are mapped to the 3 degrees of freedom of the fingertip device as follows

$$\alpha = \arctan \left( \frac{t_{f^h_e,x}}{t_{f^h_e,z}} \right), \quad \beta = \arctan \left( \frac{t_{f^h_e,y}}{t_{f^h_e,z}} \right), \quad d = s_h k_z \sqrt{\left( t_{f^h_i} \right)^\top t_{f^h_i}},$$

(24)

with the scaling factor $s_h = \frac{47}{10}$ and the fingertip compliance parameter $k_z = 2 \text{ mm/N}$ [33]. The poses of the coordinate frames $t_j, j = 1, \ldots, M$, which are located at point H in Fig. 6, are assumed to be known in $\{w\}$.

B. Evaluation of the control architecture performance

The proposed control approach is evaluated on an example of a pick-and-place task. For that purpose four experimental evaluations are performed:
(i) Tracking performance of the grasped object translation (cooperative behavior) without human in the loop by applying 
\[ \mathbf{v}_d^t = a\sin(2\pi f t) \] with \( a = [0 \ 0.07 \ 0.07] \) m/s and \( f = [0 \ 1/16 \ 1/8] \) Hz, resulting in a typical motion profile of a pick-and-place task in the \( y-z \) plane of the defined \( \{ w \} \).

(ii) Tracking performance of the grasped object rotation (cooperative behavior), without human in the loop, by applying 
\[ \omega_d^z = a\sin(2\pi f t) \] with \( a = -0.07 \) rad/s and \( f = 1/6 \) Hz.

(iii) Tracking performance of the manipulators’ relative behavior during object grasping (approaching) and manipulation (transportation) phases, without human in the loop, by applying \( v_r^d = 0.05 \) m/s during the grasping phase and \( v_r^d = 0 \) m/s during the transportation phase.

(iv) Tracking performance of a pick-and-place task with human in the loop commanding the desired relative and cooperative trajectories during the object grasping and transportation phases while receiving force feedback through the haptic devices.

**Experiment (i):** The desired and actual cooperative velocity profiles in \( y \) and \( z \) directions, as well as the corresponding tracking velocity errors, are depicted in Fig. 7. Good tracking can be observed with a mean error of \( [\Delta \mathbf{v}_c,y \ \Delta \mathbf{v}_c,z]^\top = [2.3 \ 8.0] \times 10^{-5} \) m/s.

**Experiment (ii):** The desired and actual angular cooperative velocity profiles in \( z \) direction, as well as the tracking velocity error, are depicted in Fig. 8. Good tracking of angular velocity is achieved with a mean error of \( \Delta \omega_{c,z} = 1.8 \times 10^{-5} \) rad/s.

**Experiment (iii):** The desired and actual relative velocity profiles during the approaching and the manipulation phases are shown in Fig. 8. After an initial overshoot producing an error of \( \Delta v_{r,y} = 3.2 \times 10^{-2} \) m/s, the desired velocity is achieved until the impact with the object. The transition from grasping (no contact) to grasp maintenance (contact) stages is smooth due to the proposed control strategy. The error between the desired and the actual velocities in contact is a consequence of the hard object constraints. Therefore, the actual velocity drops to zero as manipulators are no longer able to move relative to each other. As a result, potential energy is stored in the virtual spring of the impedance controller which maintains the grasp. After \( t = 8.5 \) s and in the "Manipulation phase" plot the desired relative velocity is set to \( v_{r,y}^d = 0 \) m/s. During the manipulation phase the mean relative velocity error is \( \Delta v_{r,y} = 2.6 \times 10^{-3} \) m/s confirming the noninteraction of the cooperative and relative behaviors.

**Experiment (iv):** The desired and actual cooperative velocity profiles, resulting from the motion commands of the human operator during a pick-and-place task are shown in Fig. 10. With the mean tracking velocity errors of \( [\Delta \mathbf{v}_{c,x} \ \Delta \mathbf{v}_{c,y} \ \Delta \mathbf{v}_{c,z}]^\top = [2.54 \ 9.94 \ 11] \times 10^{-4} \) it can be concluded that the desired velocities, provided by the human operator, are successfully tracked. Relative force profile, \( f_{r,y} \), as well as the force in the local frame of the index fingertip device, \( f_{2,z}^\top \), sensed by the human operator, are shown in Fig. 11. It can be observed that the profile of \( f_{2,z}^\top \) follows the profile of \( f_{r,y} \), which indicates

![Fig. 7. Desired (---) and actual (---) cooperative velocities (top), y (left) and z (right), and their corresponding tracking errors (bottom), without human operator.](image)

![Fig. 8. Desired (---) and actual (---) cooperative angular velocities (left), z component, and corresponding tracking error (right), without human operator.](image)
reasonable transparency of the system. However, possibly due to the curvature of the finger it is not perfectly centered on the force sensor. Therefore, low forces cannot be measured resulting in the dead zone of $t_{f_{h}}<z$ until $t=0.65$ s.

In this subsection we show that the performance of the proposed controller is satisfactory. Therefore, the human operator is able to command desired cooperative and relative velocities to accomplish grasping subtask as well as simultaneous grasp maintenance and object manipulation subtasks. In the following subsection we conduct a user study to evaluate the suitability of the wearable haptic fingertip devices in the presented teleoperation system.

C. User study design

We conduct a user study to evaluate the performance of operators in teleoperating a cooperative manipulation system using wearable thimble devices. We compare different types of feedback to understand which feedback type results in the best task performance.

Experimental task: The task is conducted on the experimental setup presented in V-A and depicted in Fig. 5 with the control parameters reported in Table I. The participants are asked to perform the pick-and-place task by commanding the grasping of the object to the robot manipulators, desired trajectory of the object while maintaining the grasp, and releasing of the object once the desired goal is reached. The initial and final poses are marked on the table (see Fig. 5). While conducting the task, the height of the object during the motion was not restricted for the purpose of understanding how well the dexterity of the system is explored by the subjects. Each participant performed the experiment ten times.

Independent variables: Four types of feedback mapped to the wearable thimble devices are tested:

1) No feedback (NF): Participants did not receive feedback through the fingertip devices. Instead, in order to conduct the task, they relied only on the visual feedback, i.e.

$$f_{h,1} = 0_{1 \times 1} \text{ and } f_{h,2} = 0_{1 \times 1}$$

for the thimble devices mounted on the thumb and index fingers, respectively.

2) Dynamic relative feedback (DF): Participants received feedback through the fingertip devices that corresponds to the scaled version of the measured relative forces. In particular, the measured relative force component is equally distributed to the two thimble devices as defined by (23). The mapping of the feedback forces to the degrees of freedom of the thimble devices is achieved by $d$ component defined in (24).

![Fig. 11. Relative force measured by the robot team (---) along the y-axis and force sensed on the index thimble device platform (---).](image-url)
3) **Constant relative feedback (CF):** Participants received a scaled constant feedback through the fingertip devices, determined as follows

\[ f^h_{i,j} = \begin{cases} s_h 20 \text{ N}, & \text{if } f_r \geq 20 \text{ N} \\ 0 \text{ N}, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}, \quad j = 1, 2. \]

The relative force of 20 N is sufficient to lift and move the object. Therefore, this feedback type informed the human operator if it is safe to transport the object to the goal without slips and drops.

4) **Binary feedback (BF):** Participants received constant feedback through the fingertip devices, determined as follows

\[ f^h_{i,j} = \begin{cases} s_h 7 \text{ N}, & \text{if } f_r \geq 7 \text{ N} \\ 0 \text{ N}, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}, \quad j = 1, 2. \]

The relative force level of 7 N is not sufficient to move the object. Therefore, this type of feedback serves as a binary indicator for contact/no contact stages. As long as the contact is maintained, the feedback does not change. If the object drops, or is released, the feedback is 0 N.

**Subjects:** Participants signed a written informed consent, approved by the ethics committee of the medical faculty of the Technical University of Munich. Forty eight healthy subjects (12 females and 36 males) participated in the user study. The participants were assigned to one of the four groups which correspond to the types of feedback. Twelve subjects were in every group.

**Performance measures:** The effect of different types of feedback is evaluated by the mean and maximum relative force measured by the robot system during the task execution, power-based effort, work, and mean absement of trajectory of the object in z (vertical) direction, i.e. the total path traversed in z direction over time.

1) **Mean and maximum relative force:** Mean relative force measured by the robot manipulators during the interaction with the object is computed as follows

\[ \bar{f}_{r,y} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} f_{r,y,i}}{N}, \tag{25} \]

where \( N \) is the number of samples in the sequence. The maximum relative force applied during the lifting stage of the object is denoted as \( f_{max}^{r,y} = \max(f_{r,y}) \).

2) **Power-based effort and work:** The effort measure is calculated as power

\[ P = \bar{\rho} \bar{f}^{m}, \tag{26} \]

where \( \bar{\rho} \) is the average translation velocity with \( \bar{\rho}_i = \|\bar{\rho}_i\| \) being the velocity norm of sample \( i \) and \( \bar{f}^{m} \) is the average measured force with \( f^{m} = \|f^{m}\| \).

The work done during the object manipulation stage is computed as follows

\[ W = \int_{0}^{T} P \, dt, \tag{27} \]

where \( T \) is the duration of the object manipulation stage.

3) **Absement:** The area under the trajectory of the object motion in z direction is computed with its absement

\[ A = \int_{0}^{T} x_{c,z} \, dt. \tag{28} \]

**Statistical tests and hypotheses:** The mean across all subjects and all trials is computed for each performance measure to test the effects of different types of feedback. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) is performed and significant differences are accepted at \( p < 0.05 \). A post-hoc test is carried out by Tukey-Kramer multiple comparison method. A posttest effect sizes are calculated to evaluate the practical significance of effects using Cohen’s \( d \) effect size measure \( [34] \). We test three hypotheses:

1) **H1:** Relative force feedback, i.e. DF and CF, improves task performance compared to no haptic feedback, NF.
2) **H2:** Relative force feedback, i.e. DF and CF, improves task performance compared to binary feedback, BF.
3) **H3:** Dynamic feedback, DF, improves task performance compared to constant feedback, CF.

**Data analysis:** The recorded measurements are filtered with a second order Butterworth digital low-pass filter at a cut-off frequency of 6 Hz. There were 13 error measurements. The slip force is detected from the recorded relative force at the point of the drop \([35]\) and is estimated to approximately \( \|f_r\|_{slip} = 9 \text{ N} \). Measurements in which the system was uncontrollable by subjects were removed. More specifically, trials in which subjects were unable to control the relative subtasks because their thumb and index fingers were too close (connected) before the lifting stage of the object are excluded from the analysis and trials in which the tracking of the passive markers on the human fingers is briefly lost. In total, there are 51 excluded measurements, which constitutes approximately 10% of the collected measurements.
D. Results of the user study

Bar plots for all the performance measures are shown in Fig. 12. It can be observed in Fig. 12(a) that the mean relative force measured by the robot system is the lowest for the dynamic and constant relative feedback types. The difference between the dynamic feedback and binary feedback types is significant with very large effect ($F_{3,44} = 4.2416, p = 0.0102, d = 1.22$). Post-hoc test revealed no significant differences between the dynamic and constant relative feedback types. Additionally, no significant differences are revealed between no feedback type and relative feedback types.

Maximum relative force, obtained during the lifting stage of the object, is the lowest for the dynamic and constant feedback types. The mean relative force does not seem to be significantly lower in the case of relative feedback types, compared to no feedback and binary feedback types. ANOVA showed a significant difference with very large effect ($F_{3,44} = 4.9603, p = 0.0047, d = 1.52$). The maximum relative forces during the lifting stage of the object across 10 trials are shown in Fig. 13(a). It can be observed that the relative force levels out after trial 4 for dynamic and constant feedback types at approximately 24.2 N and 27.3 N, respectively. For no feedback and binary feedback types, the maximum relative force increases across trials which is not optimal. Additionally, safety margin is larger for no feedback and binary feedback types than for dynamic and constant feedback types.

The power-based effort and the total energy used to perform the task are the lowest for the dynamic and constant feedback types. ANOVA revealed significant difference for power-based effort and the energy as well, ($F_{3,44} = 8.1643, p = 0.0002, d = 1.49$) with very large effect and ($F_{3,44} = 3.7666, p = 0.0172, d = 1.108$) with large effect, respectively. Significant differences obtained from the multiple comparison post-hoc test are denoted in Fig. 12(c) and 12(d). Fig. 13(b) depicts the power-based effort across 10 trials. It can be observed that the effort for relative feedback types is lower than for no feedback and binary feedback types. Additionally, effort for relative feedback types is very similar which is also true for no feedback and binary feedback types. Therefore, binary feedback type has a very similar effect on the overall performance as no feedback type. The absement of $x_{ez}$ trajectory is the highest in the case of relative feedback types, as shown in Fig. 12(e), i.e. that the participants traversed longer path. In consequence, they moved in a more dexterous manner and were able to use larger workspace of the robot team. ANOVA showed a significant difference with very large effect ($F_{3,44} = 3.9804, p = 0.0136, d = 1.27$). Post-hoc test revealed a significant difference between dynamic feedback and binary feedback types.

VI. DISCUSSION

H1. and H2. Relative force feedback improves task performance compared to no feedback and binary feedback.

Dynamic and constant relative force feedback types improve task performance compared to no feedback and binary feedback types. The mean relative force does not seem to be significantly lower in the case of relative feedback types, compared to no
feedback type, but the maximum relative force during the lifting of the object is significantly different. The effort representing the combined effect of the mean relative force and mean velocity of the manipulators is also significantly lower for the relative feedback types. The energy representing the effect of the effort and duration of the task is also the lowest for the relative force feedback types, with dynamic feedback type being significantly lower. Furthermore, with dynamic feedback types, the subjects were able to command longer path of the object. This means that the task was performed in a more dexterous manner, exploiting the robots’ workspace better. For dynamic feedback type we can conclude that H1 is confirmed in terms of maximum relative force, effort, and energy measures, while H2 is strongly confirmed. For constant feedback type H1 can be confirmed in terms of the total effort measure, while H2 can be confirmed in terms of the maximum relative force and effort measures.

H3. Dynamic relative feedback improves task performance compared to the constant relative force feedback.

No significant differences were observed between dynamic and constant relative feedback types in all the performance measures. Furthermore, performance for both feedback types was very similar. A possible reason may be that the dynamic feedback does not convey the information about the weight of the object and, therefore, may be as good as the constant feedback type for relatively small object weights as in our case. The constant feedback is parametrized to be approximately twice the amount of slip force, i.e. sufficient to manipulate the object. Therefore, it indirectly conveys the information of the weight of the object. The result also indicates the potential benefit of providing assistance through haptics, especially if the device is underactuated and cannot provide all task-relevant information. Namely, the constant feedback type informed the subjects that it is safe to lift and manipulate the object with the applied amount of force. This means that providing relevant assistance through haptics may improve the task performance. Therefore, H3 is not confirmed but implies that assisting the human operator by providing relevant information through haptics may be beneficial.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this article we propose a control architecture for human-robot team interaction in cooperative manipulation tasks. The control approach is based on the concept of subtasks, which represent task-based constraints imposed on the system. We show that grasping, grasp maintenance, and object manipulation subtasks can be performed along the introduced cooperative and relative constraints. Furthermore, through the appropriate command and feedback mappings the control approach enables interaction between a human operator and the system on a higher level of abstraction. Wearable fingertip devices are used as haptic interfaces to enable teleoperation in a multi-contact setting. We evaluate user performance with different types of feedback and show that the feedback of grasping forces improves task performance compared to no haptic feedback.

In this work we preliminarily focus on the teleoperation scenario for cooperative manipulation task. We plan to extend the approach to multiple subtasks and explore more complex application scenarios, e.g. transition from teleoperation to direct physical interaction, regrasp, and recovery in the case of failures of individual robots. Based on the findings of this work and previous literature we believe it is good to divide a task so that the complementary capabilities of the human and the robots are exploited. By complementary capabilities we mean planning and robustness of humans in unknown environments and high precision of robots in repetitive tasks. Therefore, planning towards the goal, replanning in case of environment changes, reaction to events, and similar subtasks, should include human in the loop. The subtasks which require high precision, either in motion or force applied, and are a priori known during the task execution should be conducted by robots. Other future directions may be towards a semi-autonomous control architecture, multimodal interfaces, manipulation of more complex and flexible objects, and a detailed evaluation of the subtask-based control approach.
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